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ABSTRACT1
The growing maker movement has created a number of hardware and construction toolkits that lower
the barriers of entry into programming for youth and others, using a variety of approaches, such as
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gaming or robotics. For constructionist-like kits that use gaming, many are focused on designing and
programming games that are single player, and few explore using physical and craft-like approaches
that move beyond the screen and single player experiences. Moving beyond the screen to incorporate
physical sensors into the creation of gaming experiences provides new opportunities for learning
about concepts in a variety of areas in computer science and making. In this early work, we elucidate
our design goals and prototype for a mini-arcade system that builds upon principles in constructionist
gaming – making games to learn programming – as well as physical computing.
1 INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Over the past several years, efforts to promote ‘making’ – cross disciplinary activities that involve
DIY culture, electronics, science, engineering and craft – have expanded greatly [1]. Building upon
these efforts, a number of construction toolkits have been created (e.g. LilyPad [2], Lego Mindstorms
[17]) to lower barriers of entry into programming and introduce computing concepts across using a
variety of contexts (and domains), such as robotics or e-textiles. Many of these toolkits and
subsequent efforts have shown significant success in attracting, engaging and teaching youth in
STEAM (Science, Technology, Arts, Engineering and Mathematics) activities [3].
One rapidly growing area for these efforts utilizes gaming. Due to the ever-growing popularity of
gaming among children today (especially for entertainment), researchers and educators have begun
using gaming to facilitate positive learning experiences [7], building upon core game design
principles (scaffolding, interactivity and productive failure) [12]. A more recent approach within this
context that has already shown promise is constructionist gaming, which involves students (and
others) making or programming their own game for learning [9]. Some tools that embody this
approach (e.g. Scratch, Kodu Game Lab [18]) enable those with limited game development or
programming skills to create games. By enabling children and others to learn by both playing and
making games, computational thinking and problem solving can be improved [10].
Although constructionist gaming approaches, tools and associated research is growing rapidly,
there is still a large focus on designing around a singular screen (or gaming) experience [11].
Alternatively, commercial gaming has already begun moving beyond the screen into the physical
world [5]. For example, the Nintendo Labo platform uses different approaches to combine elements
of making and construction into gaming experiences [#ref]. More recently, construction kits have
been used to link the design of games with the design of gaming interfaces, and this combination
approach has shown promise in fostering collaborative learning, creative expression, and learning
computational concepts [11]. This combination approach has revealed challenges with designing
around constructionist gaming, especially with regards to construction kits. Specifically, there is not
an equal emphasis on both computing and crafting, meaning designing on and off the screen
experiences haven’t been made equally important for constructions kits for gaming, which differs
from other approaches such as those for e-textiles, where screen-based activities are (typically)
limited to programming and downloading code onto a wearable [11].
To begin investigating and addressing some of the challenges in designing and building a

constructionist kit for gaming, we created the MakerArcade system. MakerArcade draws upon
concepts of physical computing using manipulatives, similar to [8], as it provides several benefits for
novices (e.g. collaboration], visibility of work) [11]. It also draws upon programming concepts taught
using simplified graphical, block-based user interfaces like MakeCode, as they simplify programming
concepts, and block-shaped constraints help teach and enforce syntactically correct programming
statements [16]. In this paper, we describe our preliminary system (Figure 1) that builds upon the
Microsoft MakeCode Arcade (beta) software platform1. We believe this is an interesting step towards
designing and building constructionist gaming experiences that incorporate both hardware and
software aspects from the ground up
2 DESIGN GOALS
Informed by our own experiences in designing, building and gathering feedback for MakeCode
Arcade and activities of our users from MakeCode Maker2, as well as prior work in relevant areas of
constructionist toolkits, tangibles and physical interfaces [13], we describe our design principles for a
constructionist gaming system designed to facilitate play, learning and creativity.

Figure 1. An example of a completed MakerArcade
system in the form of a miniature Arcade Cabinet
running a user-created Flappy-bird like game with a
default set of buttons mapped. This game (and
others) can be mapped to different sensors (like an
accelerometer) that a user can program and map as
an alternative controller that is plugged into the
cabinet which contains a headphone jack and uses
our custom headphone jack-based hardware
protocol.

Leverage the Gaming domain. Several construction kits have used their respective domains for
design and inspiration, such as MakerWear [13] which utilized wearability and mobility for the
design and experience of the platform. Similarly, we aim to draw upon and provide components that
incorporate and are inspired by gaming, specifically retro gaming and the arcade culture.
Furthermore, retro gaming has begun returning in popularity recently, with re-releases of consoles
such as the Nintendo Classic Mini, providing a unique opportunity to blend playful making and
learning.
Modularity. Prior work in modular kits for wearables has shown benefit [13]. Similarly, providing
a system that supports plug and play with sensors and electronics, enables a broad range of activities
for both on and off experiences for constructionist gaming. For example, a user can design, program
and physically construct a custom controller for a game (which they’ve also designed and
programmed) using different sensors, like an accelerometer and proximity sensor.
Equality in Physical and Digital Making. A key lesson from [11] with regards to constructionist
gaming and the evaluation of existing tools was that there needs to be an emphasize on equality
between crafting and computing for both on the screen and off the screen activities in constructionist
gaming. This notion should be incorporated both on the physical (activities with electronics) and
digital side (activities with the software) when considering the design of a construction gaming kit.
Low-Ceilings, High Walls. Building upon Resnick and Silverman’s design cues [15] a
construction gaming system should support users in the creation of increasingly complex games that
combine both the physical and digital aspects, as further experience is gained.
Tinkerability. In wearable toolkits, an emphasis was placed on rapid tinkering and prototyping
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[2,13]. Similarly, our system should enable rapid tinkering and experimentation, as we aim to enable
users (especially children) to easily experiment and play with different components. Given that
expression is an important aspect of the constructionist approach [9,11], focusing on a wide range of
tinkering activities (e.g. adjusting effects) in the creation and play of a game is important.
Fostering Collaboration. Another benefit seen from constructionist gaming activities, is the
occurrences of collaboration and their associated artifacts (e.g. components customized with crafts),
particularly in classroom settings [6]. This means that a system should both enable and capture
(digitally and physically) these artifacts to foster collaboration.
Figure 2. Microsoft MakeCode Arcade (beta) that
allows a user to create a game using block-based
programming concepts. We provide packages that
allow a user to program custom physical controllers
that use buttons or sensors (e.g. sound) and map input
to the game being programmed. For example, a user
can map shaking input from an accelerometer (using a
block) to the flapping of the bird. When the game is run
on MakerArcade, the sensor is plugged in to play.

Figure 3. Microsoft MakeCode Maker (beta) that
allows a user to program and prototype electronics. We
provide packages which show a user how to physically
create an arcade (with a screen) and buttons mapped to
a microcontroller. We also provide mappings on how
to create additional plug and play components (for
custom controllers, sensors or modules), that use a
custom headphone jack-based hardware bus protocol.
These mappings when programmed by a user, are autodetected when plugged into our MakerArcade system.

3 MAKERARCADE
Our current prototype of the MakerArcade system is comprised of: (i) custom software
experiences built upon the Microsoft MakeCode framework31, (ii) a mini arcade cabinet that houses
electronics and (iii) custom modular blocks that can be programmed. MakerArcade is heavily
inspired by the retro gaming and DIY culture (through the cabinet), as well as prior work in modular
blocks and devices, such as [14]. Next, we briefly describe our current implementation
3.1 Software
The software components of MakerArcade use customized (beta) versions of Microsoft
MakeCode Arcade (Figure 2) and Microsoft MakeCode Maker (Figure 3). Both are open-source and
are built upon the Microsoft MakeCode web framework, which enables a web-based programming
experience for novices. It’s editor uses block-based programming and code can be executed within
the browser itself [4]. The MakeCode Arcade editor enables novices to learning programming by
creating games in the browser using block-based programming (similar to [18]). Games are stylized
in a retro 8-bit manner, with a small view dynamically rendering the game as it is being programmed.
The MakeCode Maker editor allows novices to learn how to both program and prototype (via
breadboard) with a variety of different sensors and electronics components.
For our MakerArcade prototype, a user creates their game using MakeCode Arcade, which can
then be loaded onto it (using USB) and played immediately. MakerArcade by default comes with 3
buttons (mapped to Start / Reset / B key), however, several games require more than 1 button for
interaction (e.g. a Pacman-like game requires multiple keys for directions). This is where our
software customizations arise, combining digital and physical construction through the use of Arcade
and Maker. Using customized packages in Arcade, and Maker, users are able to program custom plug
and play input using sensors (or buttons) for their game.
The mapping of custom input created by a user in Arcade is done automatically using our
packages. This means that a user can not only create their game, but they can also create how they
want their game to react with a chosen form of input. Given that sensors (and buttons) can be used
dynamically, it allows a user to build their own controller experience that plugs into the MakerArcade
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cabinet, or even further customize their own MakerArcade, as instructions are provided on Maker
that describe how to build an arcade using a screen, microcontroller and buttons on Maker (full list of
supported hardware available on our website). In summary, we allow users to fully customize a
gaming experience, not just with their programmed game, but also with their own plug and play
controllers (built using their own choice of input) for our provided Mini-arcade cabinet, which can
also be further customized.
Headphone Jack hub

Figure 4. This custom designed accelerometer
controller plugged into additional inputs using a
headphone jack hub. This lets a user build their
own controller and interactions for their game
using MakerArcade.

3.2 Hardware
Our provided MakerArcade physical prototype consists of (1) a SAMD51-based microcontroller
(Adafruit Trinket M4 Express), (2) a ST7735-based 1.8” TFT LCD, (3) 3 analog buttons and (4) an
audio-jack port mapped to a pin on the microcontroller, all of which is housed in a laser-cut acrylic
Arcade cabinet. The SAMD51-based microcontroller (and other supported microcontrollers) run
custom bootloaders that enable it to both run games compiled on MakeCode Arcade, as well as the
screen itself. The audio-jack port plays a critical role in the plug-and-play architecture for the
constructionist components of gaming. We built upon JACDAC41, which is a bus-based hardware
protocol that utilizes audio-jack cables.
Generally, the supported parts serve as the base components for our designed MakerArcade
system (and cabinet), but users are also able to design and build their own housing for these
components, emphasizing more of the playful making and physical computing aspects. For example,
a user could create a console-like design (e.g. Nintendo Classic) to house the base components.
With MakerArcade, a user can plug and play their own custom designed inputs (with mappings
provided and created in Maker) into our supplied cabinet. These inputs use the JACDAC protocol
which requires headphone jack cables, and with a Headphone jack hub, multiple custom inputs
become plug and play (Figure 4). Furthermore, microcontrollers that are supported on MakeCode
Maker (e.g. Figure 5) can serve as input (and eventually output) for games created on MakeCode
Arcade. This means that users can fully prototype and build their own MakerArcade controller
experiences with a variety of popular microcontrollers.
4

Figure 5. Buttons from an Adafruit Circuit
Playground Express (CPX) used as a controller for
the Flappy-bird game. The CPX is coded using
blocks (and a custom plug-and-play headphonejack bus protocol) within MakeCode Maker. On
MakeCode Arcade, a user simply programs
additional buttons using our packages, which are
auto-detected when plugged into the headphone
jack hub.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We introduced our early work towards building a constructionist gaming system that emphasizes
designing, remixing, and customizing physical and digital components in building games. As it is
early work, there are numerous directions and opportunities we intend to explore, including: (1)
providing alternative and more customizable designs (e.g. console-like, hand-held or a wearable form
factor); (2) explore providing modules with outputs that can be used in the creation and experience
with a user programmed game (e.g. sound, movement); (3) participatory design sessions with
children of different age groups and makers and (4) running user studies with a similar group to see
how they use MakerArcade and what games, controllers and experiences they design, ultimately
creating guidelines for creating constructionist gaming systems and kits.
4
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